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ABSTRACT A literature review is conducted on the phy-
logenetic discontinuities in mtDNA sequences of 252 taxo-
nomic species of vertebrates. About 140 of these species (56%)
were subdivided clearly into two or more highly distinctive
matrilineal phylogroups, the vast majority of which were
localized geographically. However, only a small number (two
to six) of salient phylogeographic subdivisions (those that
stand out against mean within-group divergences) character-
ized individual species. A previous literature summary showed
that vertebrate sister species and other congeners also usually
have pronounced phylogenetic distinctions in mtDNA se-
quence. These observations, taken together, suggest that
current taxonomic species often agree reasonably well in
number (certainly within an order-of-magnitude) and com-
position with biotic entities registered in mtDNA genealogies
alone. In other words, mtDNA data and traditional taxonomic
assignments tend to converge on what therefore may be ‘‘real’’
biotic units in nature. All branches in mtDNA phylogenies are
nonanastomose, connected strictly via historical genealogy.
Thus, patterns of historical phylogenetic connection may be at
least as important as contemporary reproductive relation-
ships per se in accounting for microevolutionary unities and
discontinuities in sexually reproducing vertebrates. Findings
are discussed in the context of the biological and phylogenetic
species concepts.

More than 60 years ago, Dobzhansky (1) wrote that ‘‘biological
classification is simultaneously a man-made system of pigeon-
holes devised for the pragmatic purpose of recording obser-
vations in a convenient manner and an acknowledgment of the
fact of organic discontinuity.’’ How well do perceived com-
partments at the species level (the taxonomic assignments in
present use) record ‘‘authentic’’ biological discontinuities in
nature? One traditional approach in assessing species realities
has been to ask whether different human societies perceive
biotic units similarly. For example, Mayr (ref. 2; see also ref.
3) found that preliterate peoples of New Guinea had vernac-
ular names for 136 of the 137 native birds recognized as
separate species by academically trained Western zoologists.
Similar conclusions were drawn regarding particular Amazo-
nian tree species as recognized by native peoples and academic
botanists (4). Such outcomes suggest that species perceptions
in these taxonomic groups are culture-independent (5) and
hence, perhaps, that the biotic units are ‘‘real.’’

In this same spirit, we ask here whether biotic discontinuities
as seen through the eyes of laboratory-based mitochondrial
geneticists tend to bear resemblance in number and compo-
sition to the biological units currently recognized as taxonomic
species. There are additional reasons for interest in the out-
come. First, discontinuities might be evident in local biotas

(the nondimensional species perception) but may blur when
geographic variation is taken into account. Molecular phylo-
geographic studies address this issue, because they explicitly
analyze spatial variation (6, 7). Second, under the biological
species concept (BSC), a sexual species usually is perceived as
a reproductive community whose gene pool retains coherency
primarily via the bonds of interbreeding and genetic exchange
(1, 8); however, mtDNA molecules are transmitted asexually,
and matrilines are nonreticulate. Thus, any genuine unities
within (and discontinuities between) groups of organisms in
mtDNA genotype cannot be attributed to ‘‘horizontal’’ pat-
terns of contemporary lineage anastomosis via mating per se.
Instead, they must be caused by ‘‘vertical’’ connections (and
partitions) in matrilineal phylogenies. However, vertical con-
nections themselves are functions of the demographic histories
of population units demarcated by temporally extended pat-
terns of interbreeding and gene flow.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

This report is based on recent summaries of the primary
mtDNA literature for vertebrates dealing with intraspecific
phylogeographic patterns (9, 10) and interspecific genetic
distances (11). These reviews, which should be consulted for
details, drew from primary studies that assayed more than 150
bp of mtDNA sequence per individual and, in the case of
phylogeographic analyses, dealt typically with multiple samples
from widely spaced localities across significant portions of a
species’ range. Reptiles and amphibians were poorly repre-
sented in the literature relative to mammals, birds, and fishes;
as such, these two vertebrate classes are pooled in the presen-
tations that follow.

The original mtDNA phylogeographic studies at the in-
traspecific level employed a variety of assay procedures, in-
cluding direct sequencing of particular genes and restriction
fragment length polymorphism analyses of the whole genome
or particular loci. Estimates of sequence divergence (where
presented) and phylogenetic appraisals of mtDNA haplotypes
(as summarized by a wide variety of tree-building algorithms)
were taken directly from the primary papers. To avoid a focus
on unduly ‘‘shallow’’ mtDNA clades that are of little interest
in the current context, studies that monitored the rapidly
evolving control region (12–14) were disregarded, except
where ancient and explicit divergence dates from control-
region sequences were proposed in the original publications.

A literature review on interspecific distances (11) summa-
rized levels of mtDNA sequence divergence between sister
species, other congeners, and confamilial genera across the
vertebrates. Estimates of mtDNA sequence divergence, calcu-
lated with Kimura’s two-parameter method (15), were derived
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from comparisons of a total of 1,832 cytochrome b (cytb) gene
sequences (1 per species) retrieved from GenBank.

RESULTS

This review encompasses intraspecific phylogeographic re-
ports on a total of 252 vertebrate species that met the assay
criteria listed above. Of these species, 140 (56%) were subdi-
vided clearly into two or more highly distinctive matrilineal
phylogroups, as gauged, typically, by relatively large genetic
gaps between respective branches that received strong boot-
strap support in an estimated mtDNA gene tree. Typical
examples involving a mammal, bird, turtle, and two species of
fish are illustrated in Fig. 1, and numerous other such cases are
pictured or described in refs. 7 and 16. The remaining 112
species (44%) displayed either relatively shallow or no signif-
icant phylogeographic structure in the available mtDNA as-
says.

Within the 140 species that were strongly sundered genea-
logically, the principal intraspecific phylogroups nearly always
displayed a strong geographic orientation. Indeed, 93% of
these 140 species conformed to phylogeographic category I (6),
in which distinct mtDNA genealogical assemblages are
grouped geographically. The species that were subdivided
strongly in mtDNA phylogeny usually showed only two prin-
cipal phylogroups apiece, although some were separated into
as many as six deep matrilineal assemblages (Fig. 2). An
example of a species with four major phylogeographic units is
depicted in Fig. 3.

In most cases (as exemplified in Fig. 1), the identification of
deep mtDNA phylogroups and the assignment of a species to
phylogeographic category I were rather unambiguous. How-
ever, because of a great heterogeneity in the methods of data
presentation andyor phylogenetic analysis in the original pa-
pers, definitive universal criteria for phylogroup recognition
are difficult to specify. Typically, salient clades interpreted as
intraspecific phylogroups were distinguished consistently by at
least 0.6% sequence divergence in mtDNA, whereas mean
within-clade sequence divergences normally were less than
'0.2%. However, in our interpretations, of greater concern
were visually evident discontinuities in the mtDNA phylog-
enies (or distance matrices), even when a few mtDNA haplo-
types within a phylogroup exceeded 0.6% (see Fig. 1 for several
such examples). Even if the stated numbers of salient mtDNA
phylogroups recognized were to be increased 2-fold or 3-fold
(under alternative interpretations that might be possible for
some of the phylogenies, such as those in Fig. 1), the primary
conclusions of this review would remain essentially unchanged.

DISCUSSION

Biotic Discontinuities. The striking empirical finding noted
here is that most taxonomically recognized vertebrate species
surveyed to date are subdivided into at most only a small
number of highly distinctive intraspecific mtDNA phylo-
groups. Furthermore, by this same mtDNA yardstick, nearly all
taxonomic congeners are distinguished by conspicuous phylo-

FIG. 3. Example of a situation in which four distinctive, geograph-
ically oriented mtDNA phylogroups were reported, in this case within
the mud turtle (Kinosternon subrubrum; patterned after data presented
in refs. 40 and 43).

FIG. 1. Examples of a common situation (‘‘phylogeographic cate-
gory I’’; ref. 6) in which two distinctive, geographically oriented
mtDNA phylogroups have been reported within a vertebrate species.
Shown are cluster phenograms for the bottlenose dolphin (Tursiops
truncatus; patterned after data presented in ref. 37), the Canada goose
(Branta canadensis; patterned after data presented in ref. 38), the musk
turtle (Sternotherus minor; patterned after data presented in refs. 39
and 40), the killifish (Fundulus heteroclitus; patterned after data
presented in ref. 41), and the walleye fish (Stizostedion vitreum;
patterned after data presented in ref. 42; see also ref. 44 for a recent
update).

FIG. 2. Histogram of the number of distinctive phylogeographic
units per species in mtDNA surveys conducted on more than 250
vertebrates. (Inset) Data are broken down by taxonomic group.
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genetic gaps (notably, about 90% of putative sister species
show mtDNA sequence divergences greater than 2%; ref. 11).
Taken together, these observations suggest that, for the ver-
tebrates, phylogenetic units as demarcated by evident matri-
lineal disjunctions tend to agree reasonably well in number and
composition to the traditionally perceived biotic discontinui-
ties registered as taxonomic species. If these results can be
generalized, then the number of vertebrate species recognized
in current taxonomies is fairly close (certainly within an
order-of-magnitude) to the number of phylogenetically highly
distinctive matrilineal units in the biotic world.

In conducting such tests and interpreting current evidence,
opposing biases arise. In some of the original molecular
surveys, limited geographic and genomic sampling may have
resulted in substantial underestimates of the number of prin-
cipal intraspecific phylogroups actually present within a taxo-
nomic species. Thus, further empirical study of these taxa may
identify additional mtDNA phylogroups not yet recognized in
the available material. On the other hand, most of the species
included in this review were sampled across major portions of
their respective ranges. Furthermore, they often were chosen
by the authors for phylogeographic analysis, precisely because
they have exceptionally large geographic ranges whose histo-
ries of occupancy were of special interest. If broadly distributed
as opposed to locally endemic species are especially prone to
consist of multiple historical units (as seems likely), then the
estimated numbers of phylogroups per taxonomic species may
be biased upward in the literature reviewed here. Also, some
major mtDNA phylogroups (particularly in species with male-
biased dispersal) may well not register genome-wide popula-
tion subdivisions. For this reason also, the current number of
salient intraspecific units as estimated by mtDNA data could
be biased upward. Although we do not know the relative
magnitudes of these potential biases, the fact that they are in
opposition (and hence should partially cancel one another)
suggests that the net outcome might not depart dramatically
from the general picture painted in Fig. 2.

In any event, the main conclusion from this survey of the
available literature is that a general qualitative agreement
seems to exist between the number of conspicuous biotic
partitions as indicated in mtDNA lineages and those registered
in existing species taxonomies. This compatibility of outcomes
probably reflects an underlying historical reality to many of the
biotic units traditionally recognized as taxonomic species. This
overview is not intended to supercede detailed appraisals of
possible agreement between taxonomic and molecular bound-
aries in particular taxa. However, it does suggest from a broad
perspective that molecular and traditional organismal assess-
ments of biotic diversity at the species level yield roughly
similar outcomes.

Under the current analysis, this conclusion is most relevant
to well studied vertebrates in temperate regions, where mo-
lecular phylogeographic efforts thus far have been concen-
trated. Outcomes might differ under other circumstances, such
as among various invertebrates or in tropical biotas. Wake (17)
suggested that patterns of phylogeographic differentiation in
several of the temperate faunas surveyed might be caused by
Pleistocene-mediated range restrictions and population extinc-
tions that ‘‘sharpened borders between groups of populations
and heightened the genetic cohesion of units.’’ To test more
broadly for any general agreement between mtDNA phylo-
geographic discontinuities and current taxonomic boundaries
between species, similar molecular phylogeographic summa-
ries should be extended to invertebrates and to organisms
inhabiting other geographic regions such as the tropics. Per-
haps, for example, previously unrecognized sibling species will
prove to be far more common within some invertebrate
groups (18).

Phylogenetic vs. Reproductive Criteria in Species Recogni-
tion. The current summary suggests that molecular phyloge-

neticists can join New Guinean and Amazonian natives as well
as traditional academic systematists with respect to generally
shared perceptions of biological discontinuities in nature.
What the mtDNA perspectives add is an important emphasis
on the historical (i.e., phylogenetic) aspect of biotic pattern. In
other words, phylogenetic bridges and chasms registered in
extant mtDNA genealogies presumably describe recent con-
nections and relatively ancient gaps, respectively, among sur-
viving matrilines through extended pedigrees. Thus, for sexu-
ally reproducing organisms, patterns of historical, vertical
phylogenetic connection (coalescence; refs. 19 and 20) may be
at least as important as contemporary, horizontal reproductive
relationships per se in accounting for the unities and separa-
tions of the living world.

Coalescent patterns in gene trees are related intimately to
historical patterns in population demography (7, 21, 22). In
particular, tight connections among nonanastomose genotypes
suggest recent lineage coalescence to a shared ancestor, likely
because of relatively small evolutionary effective population
sizes that cause extant lineages to have shallow temporal depth.
Conversely, large genetic gaps between gene-tree branches
suggest long-standing historical population separations. In
support of this likelihood, nearly all of the deep phylogenetic
disjunctions registered in the intraspecific mtDNA gene trees
in this review involved regionally separate populations.

Recently, many authors have called for a complete aban-
donment of the BSC and its replacement with a phylogenetic
species concept (PSC) that emphasizes historical and genea-
logical aspects of biodiversity (refs. 23–32; reviewed in ref. 33).
Although some of the original PSC formulations have serious
difficulties in implementing species diagnosis (34), the idea of
infusing species concepts with more explicit genealogical per-
spectives has considerable merit.

If (for sake of discussion) the major intraspecific mtDNA
phylogroups discussed in the current report were to be ele-
vated to full species status (as might be recommended under
some versions of a PSC), then the resulting number of verte-
brate species would be somewhat less than double the current
number of recognized taxonomic species. Current species
assignments, based primarily on morphological and behavioral
appraisals, presumably have been erected under the general
philosophical orientation of the BSC (which has dominated
evolutionary biology throughout most of this century). Why
might the BSC and at least some plausible versions of a PSC
yield roughly similar estimates of the number of vertebrate
species?

In our opinion, the reason is that reproductive and phylo-
genetic underpinnings of biodiversity are related concepts;
they are far from mutually exclusive as explanations for biotic
continuities and discontinuities in sexually reproducing organ-
isms (7, 34). Long-standing reproductive barriers (extrinsic or
intrinsic) enable deep genealogical differentiation via their
demarcation of historical population units whose temporally
extended demographies have direct impact on the divergent
branching structure of a mtDNA gene tree. Conversely, sub-
stantial reproductive links within and among geographic pop-
ulations help to define the temporally extended demographic
units within which historical genealogical ties are likely to be
relatively recent (compared with those between such units),
particularly if evolutionary effective population sizes are fairly
small (as usually seems to be the case; refs. 35 and 36). Thus,
notwithstanding the current adversarial relationship between
the BSC and PSC, reproductive and genealogical (i.e., phylo-
genetic) underpinnings of biotic diversity in sexually repro-
ducing organisms are intertwined intimately.
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